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We are past the halfway point on Helicopter Precision 
Aerobatics and almost to the end of Scale—with all 
its fl ying rounds completed and just the scores left to 

tabulate for Sport and Team Scale. The results will be revealed 
later today.

Mark Smith and Bob Harris traded rounds back and forth 
with Mark winning two out of the three. Despite Mark’s 
fantastic fl ying with his Bell 47 in Rounds 2 and 4, Bob’s 
advantage from the static round and some great fl ying in Round 
3 gave him the victory and the crown of 2014 AMA Helicopter 
Scale Nats Champion with his highly detailed Airbus EC145. 
Congrats, Bob.

In Sportsman class, Jim Hall is ruling with an iron fi st as he 
owned every round, leaving the rest to fi ght for second place. 
Robert Montee in second has a small points advantage over 
Bernard Shaw who keeps improving every single round. Peter 
Bisbal, aka “Carlos Danger,” is not throwing in the towel as he 
also keeps improving every round. 

In Advanced class, Charles Anderson has opened a points 
advantage over Eaton Bryce, but does not have a lockout on 

fi rst because two more rounds will be added and the lowest 
score will be dropped. 

Scores in Expert class remain a mystery, and more computer 
gremlins seem to attack not only the AMA computers, but also 
the scoring software for this class. I overheard that CD Craig 
Bradley plans to contract the Florida voting commission to 
tabulate the scores for Expert class to include all chads, hanging 
chads, and absentee judges’ ballots to declare a winner in this 
hard-fought category. It is safe to say we will fi nd out tomorrow 
who gets voted off the Big Brother’s mansion—Dennis or 
Santiago.

At least things are working properly for F3C, and the 
computers still showing Nick Maxwell en route to a win, but 
the interesting race is for second as Daniel, Dwight, and Wayne 
are separated by less than 30 normalized points. 

One good or bad round can fl ip-fl op these amazing pilots, 
leaving one looking from the outside in for the FAI Team 
selection going to Austria. The following rounds of F schedule 
will decide the fate of these three gentlemen.

—Santiago Panzardi

Michael
Zaborowski's
Agusta 109.

Luther Farmer’s Huey gunship.

Nick Maxwell’s Evolution.
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Eaton Bryce and 
caller Luther 
Farmer in Sport 
Scale.

Gordie Mead.

Judges Craig, Dennis, 
and Dave spend all day 
staring at the sky.

Rolando Perez awaits his turn.

“Hey Nob, I found 
your helicopter.”

Daniel Hiatt's Rave on fi nal autorotation.
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Below: Dennis Purdiski.

Santiago Panzardi walks to the fl ight box.

Above: Peter Bisbal aka Carlos Danger.
Dwight Shilling 
demonstrates
his peripheral 
vision.

Nick Maxwell 
shows his karate 

chop on Round 4.

Mark Smith and caller 
Michael Zaborowski 
during Round 2.
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Luther Farmer and 
his Model B Huey.

Charles Anderson 
and his Diablo.

Wayne Mann headed 
to the fl ight box.

A happy Bob Harris 
after his Round 2 fl ight.

The line to the starting box.
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Bob Harris’ EC 145.

Mark Smith’s Bell.

The view inside the pits.
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“Yo, wassssup?”


